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The Travel Adventure of 
PeakFinder by Fabio Soldati

PeakFinder whisks players away to a different environment, where they 
can enjoy beautiful and breath-taking mountain views. The app includes 
30,000 peak names, and provides maps for view point selection, cover-
ing the complete area of the Alps including Austria, Switzerland, France, 
Germany, Italy, and Slovenia. With fast rendering of the surrounding 
landscapes of up to 300km, users can even use digital binoculars to select 
less prominent peaks.  

In addition to having the opportunity to view stunning scenery, players will 
also take part in a learning experience as they familiarize themselves with 
geography new to them. PeakFinder can provide adventure and educa-
tional fun to participants of all ages.

PeakFinder Experience Reaches a New Audience with Intel 
Atom tablets for Android*

Tablets provide fans of this app with the best in a 360° Panorama display 
of mountains. The high-resolution screen enhances the scenic views, and 
the portability of the device allows participation from anywhere. The latest 
optimization truly brings the incredible mountain peak views to life for  
users.

The app can now easily and quickly be downloaded, and users will  
appreciate the versatility and mobility offered with Intel® Atom™ tablets for 
Android*. PeakFinder presents enhancements and functions available only 
on high-performing platforms. With easy-to-use, convenient options, the 
mountain explorations can truly provide a virtual getaway.

Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

With budget and time constraints, visiting great landscapes of the world can be more diffi cult for the average person 
than ever before.  With the resourceful, visually-stimulating app of PeakFinder, recently optimized for Android* tablets, 
users can now virtually experience the Alps just as if they were there in-person.  With easy handling, smooth views, 
and an excellent interface, users can explore mountains as much as any mountaineer thanks to this educational  
application.

Features of PeakFinder       
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Covers the complete area of 
     the Alps
  • Includes more than 30,000 
     peak names
  • Smooth scrolling and zooming
  • Supports integrated compass 
     and accelerometer
  • 360° Panorama display



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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PeakFinder App Brings Mountain Exploration to Life on Intel Atom Tablets for Android*

Now mobile device users can feel on top of the world, thanks to PeakFinder, with its latest optimization for Intel Atom 
tablets for Android*. This powerful, capable platform allows the interactive and educational app to be taken to new 
heights by its players, as they explore the mountains. Using a “Show-Me” function, users can instantly, realistically 
access visible peaks. Coordinates can even be entered manually to explore a specifi c mountain. This adventurous 
travel app can fully be enjoyed on Android* tablets, providing hours of educational fun.

PeakFinder is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.peakfi nder.area.alps


